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Space ExVer

Space ExVer is a Token that intr

oduces reward mechanism

for NFTs!



INTRODUCTION

Space ExVer introduces an innovative dynamic rewarding mechanism for NFTs that re

defines the way investors interact with NFTs while utilizing farming, staking and play-to

-earn (P2E) principles. Space ExVer has improved multiple traditional earning methods 

via gamification, allowing investors to earn through these methods in a frictionless way 

by presenting them in a simple and understandable form. As a result, earning from NF

Ts becomes a fun and seamless user experience without the need for having a technic

al detailed background knowledge of NFTs or cryptocurrency.



Space ExVer also introduces another new concept -- dynamic NFT rarity. Rarity of Space ExVer NFTs is no

t only based on the limited supply of minted NFTs, their characteristics, or which tier they are allocated, appr

oaches that are common in most other projects. With Space ExVer, rarity can be altered based on adoption

of P2E principles. For the first time, investors will be able to directly influence their NFTs' rarity and value ins

tead of simply holding and waiting for their NFTs to possibly appreciate in price and then liquidating them. S

pace ExVer will create new and extra incentives for holding and using NFTs allowing both short- and long-te

rm investors to benefit. Welcome to Space ExVer, the premier rewards based non-art NFT ecosystem!



THE PROBLEM
Currently, NFT assets and marketplaces are released onto the cr

ypto market at an ever-increasing rate. Offering tokenized assets 

through blockchain technology on a marketplace is an excellent 

way to create a viable buying and selling market. However, witho

ut market dynamics, the true potential of NFTs is not realized. C

urrently, in most instances, the only way to capitalize on NFTs is 

by liquidating them, resulting in loss of the underlying asset and 

any future appreciation in value -- potential unrealized profit for 

the investor. Additionally, due to a "get rich quick" type of ment

ality in the crypto world, most NFTs are only held for short perio

ds of time. This is in contrast to the real world, where similar typ

es of asset classes with no real utility appreciate in price over a l

onger timespan, e.g. the traditional art market.



While it is already possible to earn on NFTs, frictionless earning on NFTs does not yet exist. C

urrently, claiming earnings is oftentimes cumbersome, requiring action from investors to capita

lize on their earnings. This raises the entry barrier for the masses and unnecessarily hinders tr

ue and full NFT adoption. Furthermore, in general, NFTs are scaled into several rarity tiers an

d the tier in which the NFT resides never changes. Rarity invented, defined, and dictated by m

an imposes additional limits on potential.

The aforementioned problems result in an NFT market with low incentives to buy and hold NFT 

assets, resulting in a lack of volume, which in turn results in low yield and dividends generated f

rom NFTs.



THE SOLUTION

Until now, the NFT crypto market has been mainly focused on  

artwork, memorabilia and gaming. Investors buy NFTs which th

ey expect to increase in value. Capitalizing on profit, in most ca

ses, generally occurs when investors sell their NFTs.

Space ExVer creates a mechanism whereby investors can obta

in ongoing yield and dividends from NFTs without having to s

ell their NFTs. This is accomplished through a dynamic reward

s mechanism which takes several factors into account in deter

mining profitability.



Yield and dividends are based on adoption and demand. Sp

ace ExVer NFTs will be usable in a play-to-earn gaming format 

where NFTs can be made more rewarding by feeding the Space 

ExVer with native Space ExVer ($SPEX) tokens, but also by fee

ding the liquidity pool (LP). In this manner, investors receive rew

ards simply while holding their NFTs. When feeding native $SPE

X tokens or LP, 25% of the tokens get burned, giving Space ExV

er deflationary characteristics. The other 75% of native $SPEX t

okens or LP tokens that are being fed to the NFTs will be allocat

ed to a reward pool.



The recycling mechanism, in combination with the deflationary as

pect, ensures that yield can be provided over a much longer timef

rame and that value can be maintained because supply will alway

s decrease.

The reward pool distributes the accumulated native $SPEX tok

en and LP rewards to investors that stake and farm the native $

SPEX and LP. Initially, pre (P2E) gaming phase staking and far

ming will be available in the traditional sense everyone knows. 

However, the difference in comparison to traditional staking, an

d especially farming, will be that the multi-step, sometimes com

plicated, process that normally needs to be taken will instead be 

automated and take place "behind the scenes." When the P2E 

game is developed and operational, these earning methods will 

be offered in a gamified effortless manner. The following visual i

llustrates how the basic concept of feeding and earning works.



Besides adding value into NFTs in the form of native $SPEX tokens

and LP, investors can morph (merge) their NFTs. Every Space ExVer

NFT can be morphed with a special attribute NFT, which creates a ne

w F-NFT (fractionalized NFT). The value of the F-NFT is the sum of al

l NFT fractions plus the value of all the attributes that reside in the F-

NFT. The previously existing two separate NFTs get burned, increasin

g the scarcity and value for holders of those separate NFTs. The incre

asing value of the separate NFTs also results in the special attribute

NFT being valued higher, since the previously separate NFTs are also

included in the morphed special attribute NFT.

The concept of this mechanism encourages morphing special attribute 

NFTs on the one hand, but also encourages buying general NFTs on th

e other hand. This is because the price of the NFT appreciates in the pr

ocess and accounts for the fractionalized NFT's accumulated and store

d value.



Scarcity levels are defined in several scales. Each individual s

pecial attribute NFTs and general NFTs have a rarity level of uni

que, legendary, rare, uncommon and common. The base princi

ple of rarity is based on limited supply of minted NFTs, their cha

racteristics and in which tier they are allocated initially. The rarit

y of special attribute NFTs and general NFTs change based on

morphing (merging) and feeding like is described in the previou

s paragraphs.

On top of the fact that special attribute NFTs and general NFTs can p

romote into higher rarity scales then where they originally were alloca

ted into Space ExVer introduces thresholds for special attribute NFTs 

and general NFTs rarity scales. When general NFTs get burned their 

rarity value increases and when the threshold gets crossed the gener

al NFTs promote to higher tiers and give more yield and dividends.



Morphing Process

Two NFTs



GAMING CONCEPT

Every Space ExVer starts as an ball! Holders wi

ll have to stake the ball in the Space ExVer mark

etplace until it hatches into a baby  Space ExVer 

can be fed $SPEX tokens which activate earnin

gs at a basic APY and then can be fed more to u

nlock additional rewards. When feeding the NFT

s $SPEX tokens, 75% are sent to the rewards p

ool to replenish it and 25% are burned to positiv

ely impact the chart. More details on the gaming 

concept will be provided when the P2E games a

re closer to being unveiled, but for now, to get a

n impression of the idea, we give a short descrip

tion



Step 1

Stake your ball NFT in the marketplace t

o hatch it. Feed the balls native $SPEX t

okens and/or LP to speed up the process.

Step 3

You can continue to feed your mature S

pace ExVer Nano-Tech (NT) meter to inc

rease the APY. You can also feed it LP to 

apply a multiplier effect to your APY. 

Step 2
The little ball is born and provides space 

exploration NFTs and mystery boxes.

NFT. (Read more in Mystery Box)

Investors should provide space to explore 

native tokens until the nanometers are full. 

When the meter is filled, the Atombird ma

tures to the next step.

Bonus Stage

Open your mystery box and receive a rand

om Special Attribute NFT to morph with yo

ur Space ExVer NFT to get started. These 

could be legendary, rare, uncommon or co

mmon. The mystery box will be entirely ra

ndom. Future special attribute NFTs can b

e bought and earned. Eventually, special a

ttribute NFTs can be won through gamepla

y.



GAMEPLAY

The gameplay experience will be like flying through the planet's u

pper stratosphere and engaging with threats from space. For exa

mple, when deployed on Mars, you could fight a battle against out

er planetary enemies. You could defend Earth against invaders fro

m Venus and Mars. Space ExVer can be deployed to a planet for 

a "service period" and pledge to defend the planet for 1 month, 2 

months, 6 months, 12 months etc.

Each planet will have a pool of NFTs to be awarded through game

play that can only be acquired on that planet. Each planet also has its 

own reward pool from the sale of NFTs on that planet. If you, as an in

vestor, are pledged to a planet, you will receive a share of the reward

s pool according to the length of your pledge and contribution. For an

yone that is familiar with the Nintendo game Star Fox, the experience 

of the Space ExVer P2E game will be something similar, but will have 

some extra hypermodern dimensions to it!



"The year is 2257... the solar system is at war and in c

haos. After the great human expansion and colonization of 

the planets, resources were scarce. Planetary defense bec

ame tasked to the Space ExVer. Genetically engineered a

nd cybernetically enhanced with Nano-Tech, they defend t

heir assigned colony and lead assaults upon rivals. Progra

mmed to morph with found resources, they are adaptable c

ombat fighters that will defend their human interests withou

t question."



GENERAL REWARD

S
3% of all buying and selling volume will be used for auto liquidity adding purposes, which 
will strengthen the Space ExVer project fundamentals and make liquidity perpetually grow. 
More liquidity means that larger BSC investors can invest into Space ExVer with less price 
impact upon transacting. The auto liquidity adding feature ensures future growth.

3% of all buying and selling volume will be allocated to a marketing 

and development wallet. These allocations ensure that development 

of the Space ExVer platform and P2E game will continue.

3% of all buying and selling volume will be allocated for manual buybac
ks to catch dips and stimulate investors to HODL the Space ExVer NFTs 
and the native $SPEX tokens. These buybacks will initially be manual at 
random moments to prevent predictive abuse. At a later stage, these bu
ybacks will be automated by utilizing a random algorithm.

1% of all buying and selling volume will be allocated to the team. 

This will be used to reward those that are working day and night t

o make Space ExVer the next big P2E game and NFT ecosyste

m. The team allocation stimulates team members' commitment a

nd enthusiasm in bringing Space ExVer to the next level.



1% PSI REWARDS

Lastly, as a result of Space ExVer partnership with Passive Income (PSI), 1% 

of taxes collected from buying and selling volume of native Space ExVer $SP

EX tokens will be used to market buy Passive Income (PSI) tokens, which will 

then be rewarded to $SPEX holders. Passive Income has a 2% tax policy in it

s own ecosystem of which 1% gets reflected back to their native token holders 

and 1% gets allocated to their liquidity, so the overhead of distributing these re

wards is minimal. As a matter of fact, you, as an investor, even benefit from th

e market buying because that will result in Passive Income PSI dividends for y

ou as well. The reflection that Passive Income supports is gasless; as an Spac

e ExVer investor, you will enjoy Passive Income (PSI) rewards without ever pa

ying gas fees!



NFT REWARDS

Within Space ExVer, investors can earn on NFTs in several ways. S

ome of the earning methods have already been described. A more d

etailed description will now be provided.

The feeding principle of native $SPEX tokens increases the value of the i

ndividual NFTs and with it, the personal yield of investors. The feeding of 

LP also results in increased value, but Space ExVer tied feeding of LP to t

he maturation of Space ExVer, you as an investor, own.



First generation Space ExVer are fed CAKE-LP, second generation Space E

xVer will be fed PSIDEX-LP, and third generation Space ExVer will be fed a y

et to be determined form of LP. Spreading LP distribution and building up diff

erent liquidity pools is healthy for the Space ExVer project and results in Spa

ce ExVer being traded on several DEXes in a natural way as time elapses. T

he PSIDEX is our partner Passive Income's decentralized exchange which t

hey have built themselves. Involving our partner's DEX is a guarantee for op

ening farms expeditiously and assuring our products can roll out regardless if 

other DEXes progress in getting Space ExVer aboard. If necessary, Space E

xVer could use PSIDEX-LP first, instead of CAKE- LP.

NFT REWARDS



Space ExVer STAKING PROGRA

M

Space ExVer introduces a staking program which works within a tiered system. 

The more native $SPEX tokens you stake, the more balls you receive at the mar

ketplace launch. balls can be staked in our marketplace to hatch. In many tiered 

systems, the more tokens you stake initially, the higher APY you receive. Howev

er, with Space ExVer, it is the opposite because the more $SPEX tokens you sta

ke, the more balls you are rewarded, which can then be hatched. Giving away m

ore balls increases the odds of receiving a special attribute NFT which hatches fr

om the balls. These special attribute NFTs have capabilities which normal NFTs 

do not have. Special attribute NFTs can be used to morph/merge NFTs which inc

reases value and APY. The exact amount of tokens required to be scaled into the 

different tiers will be shared at a later date. The tiers with their respective APY an

d ball rewards are provided below.



FUTURE REWARDING PLAN
S

We have presented our basic rewarding 

mechanism. In the future, we will introduce 

more complex rewarding forms such as all

owing investors to buy and sell native Spa

ce ExVer tokens at a discounted tax rate, 

entering exclusive community contests, an

d receiving periodic airdrops. Space ExVer 

will further elaborate on these forms of rew

ards as they are introduced.



Space ExVer Tokennomics

Total : 3,000,000,000



SPET Token Info

PROJECT Space ExVer

TOKEN SPET

Platform BEP-20 

Total Supply 3,000,000,000

Team & Advisor : 15% 450,000,000                                            Event & Rewards : 20% 600,000,000

Platform System : 30% 900,000,000                                           Reserve : 20%  600,000,000

Maketing : 20% 600,000,000





CONCLUSION

Space ExVer reduces the barrier for entering the NFT market. B

y gamifying NFT earning methods and automating the required st

eps needed to utilize the rewards mechanisms, non-crypto minde

d investors can board the Space ExVer project, expanding the targ

et

audience and increasing volume. Contrary to most staking and yie

ld farming projects, no prior knowledge of these technical aspects

will be needed to get started. Play-to-earn games add a new dim

ension in the Space ExVer project with NFT morphing and promot

ion in rarity to higher tiers, resulting in increased APY through ga

meplay. The Space ExVer project introduces new dynamics into th

e NFT market and as the P2E games gain more widespread adopt

ion, this will trigger even more volume and dividends, increasing t

he value of the NFTs in general.



This White Paper aims to deliver information. The content presented in the White Paper is only an indicator. This

White Paper should not be read as any form of investment advice, recommendation, or direction presentation. All

decisions made based on the information in the White Paper are responsible by the decision-maker. White Papers

can be modified without notice. This White Paper is not legally binding the parties related to SPET for the current

content and all future modifications. Please contact a legal, financial, tax, or other experts for advice before

participating in related activities. At this point, nothing in this paper guarantees the future development of the

product to be released by SPET.

SPET is not liable for any compensation for economic damage such as damages, loss of property while referring

to this White Paper. Participation in the SPET project and token issuance does not guarantee future profits or losses.

※ The project schedule can change in the future depending on the project team's schedule.

(The changes will be updated through the White Paper.)

Legal Issues






